ABSTRACT In this paper, we develop a spatiotemporal mathematical model for analyzing the performance of prioritized data transmissions in the device-to-device (D2D) underlaying cellular network. A dynamic interference model of a D2D user is constructed by exploiting thinned Poisson point process to model the D2D user location with data stored in the buffer. A dynamic priority queuing model is adapted to analyze the performance of multiple types of traffic, in which the priority jump strategy is proposed to provide increased transmission opportunity for low-priority user packets. Then, we employ a two-dimensional Geo/G/1 Markov chain to describe a queue model with priority jump and evaluate it using quasi-birth-anddeath process approach. An iterative solution is used to compute the steady-state probability distribution and the expressions of performance metrics are obtained. The simulation results show the validity of the theoretical analysis. Moreover, by comparing the dropping probability of the priority queuing model with and without the jump strategy, the rationality of the introduced model is confirmed. Dynamic priority queuing, D2D communication, processes, thinned Poisson point processes (PPP).
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, there has been considerable growth in mobile terminals with multimedia applications, such as mobile games, video telephones, and high-definition movies. There is an urgent need to pursue new methods to fulfill user demand in the future. To cope with the tremendous pressure on cellular networks with limited spectrum resources, enabling device-to-device (D2D) communication in cellular networks permits mobile terminals to communicate directly with each other in a licensed spectrum under the control of the base station (BS) [1] , [2] . Reasonable application of D2D communication in cellular networks can achieve higher spectral efficiency, improve energy efficiency, and lower traffic delay. Obviously, more complex interferences are observed in D2D heterogeneous networks that construct a layer of D2D communications onto traditional cellular networks. There are two types of interferences. The first is intra-tier interference, which refers to the interference among multiple D2D users, and is caused by sharing the same channel spectrum. The second is inter-tier interference, which indicates the interference between D2D users and cellular users, and is caused by D2D links reusing the cellular spectrum resources.
In this paper, we focus on the scenario of D2D underlying cellular network in which D2D links share the uplink cellular spectrum. interference management in the two-tier network structure is regard as one of the most crucial factors for D2D and cellular links. Given the need to implement interference management due to D2D users, a previous study [3] proposed an interference-aware framework to investigate the resource optimization problem in D2D underlying cellular network. The goal is to jointly optimize the energy Efficiency, spectral efficiency and queuing delay subject to the network stability constraint. In [4] , D2D communication was considered as a relay link between the BS and source device in vehicular network communication. An interference management method based on Graph theory was proposed to select proper relay nodes, which reduced interference with other links. In [5] , firstly, a greedy algorithm was proposed to setting appropriate number of relays in multi-hop relayaided underlay D2D communication networks. then, a power adjustment scheme was developed to improve cellular coverage quality by potential game theory.
The aforementioned works show that mathematical theories have played a significant role in modeling and optimization analysis. From the perspective of spatial distribution, stochastic geometry model the mobile user's position as a homogeneous via the Poisson point process, instead of deterministic distribution on a regular grid [6] . Interference levels have also been quantified, that is, remarkably simple formulas of coverage probability and mean achievable rate have been derived. The literature [7] reports a study proposing channel allocation and three power control schemes to mitigate interference of cellular users caused by D2D links using stochastic geometry, the coverage probability of D2D links has been derived. In [8] , the full-duplex mode in D2D communications has been studied to develop the outage probability of D2D and cellular links based on stochastic geometry. The results revealed that frequency division duplexing D2D communications showed an advantage with regard to spectral efficiency with appropriate settings of system parameters. A thresholdbased strategy selection mechanism of the transmission mode has also been presented in [9] . The results derived an expression for downlink outage probability in D2D-enabled cellular networks.
On the other hand, from the temporal domain perspective, queuing theory has been used to develop dynamic models to describe sporadic wireless data generation instead of saturated traffic, which affects the interference state and further network QoS performance evaluation. In [10] , a queue-aware transmission scheduling strategy has been proposed for wireless communication networks, formulated with the objective of minimizing the average queue length as a constrained nonlinear integer programming problem. Li et al. [11] developed a channel matching algorithm for joint mode selection and channel allocation in D2D underlay cellular networks. Moreover, they maximized the system throughput under statistical queuing constraints for all possible modes. A relay transmission mechanism in a buffer-aided cooperative relaying system has also been proposed in [12] . Furthermore, a Coupled Processor Queuing Model was constructed to describe the interaction between energy consumption and data queuing time.
Existing works have also build the spatial−temporal model simultaneously based on the queuing theory and stochastic geometry (see [13] - [15] ). Delay outage performance was analyzed with random arrival of traffic in heterogeneous cellular networks [13] ]. The delay performance of roundrobin scheduling and first-in first-out scheduling were compared for different traffic load scenarios. A framework was developed to derive the expression of the mean throughput considering spatiotemporal traffic in downlink cellular networks [14] . In D2D communication networks, [15] presented a optimization problem to maximize the average throughput utility of D2D user. the constraints of the problem is D2D queue length stable states and the interference level, which is derived by queuing theory and stochastic geometry. Adaptive interference estimation methods are designed and effectively improve the D2D system performance.
Asheralieva and Miyanaga [16] explored a dynamic mode selection scenario to improve QoS of the users in a D2D underlay network using the queuing theory. Since buffer status size affects packet delay and loss, the problem is formulated as a joint mode selection, spectrum, and power allocation problem with the optimization objective of minimizing the maximal buffer size. Xin et al. [17] analyzed the system performance of D2D underlay cellular networks and proposed a new transmission strategy with adaptive transmission rate to capture the characteristics of the dynamic traffic model.
Previous works using the queuing theory and stochastic geometry to analyze D2D communication networks focused on the performance parameters of a single traffic type. In other words, these approaches did not consider the D2D system performance difference for multiple business forms of wireless communications. Therefore, it is necessary to differentiate the priority of data packets and apply priority transmission mechanisms to satisfy the requirements of diversified traffic types in D2D heterogeneous network. The most general priority scheme is the static priority scheme, wherein low priority packets are served after all the high-priority data packets [18] . However, if the user buffer has limited capacity, the dropping probability of the low-priority queue increases sharply and network performance could worsen. To resolve this starvation issue of low priority queues, Lim and Kobza [19] were the first to propose a dynamic priority strategy with priority jumps. This queue model hypothesizes that two classes of data arrive separately in two queues, and the low priority data can jump at the end of the high priority queue. In subsequent years, multi-class tandem queuing models have been devised for resource allocation in communication networks, and the results presented performance analysis of tail probability and switching frequency [20] . The scenario of multiple classes of traffic in ATM networks has also been analyzed, and expressions for the probability generating function of the system contents and call delay were derived in [21] . Zhao et al. [22] developed transmission scheduling of delay-dependent dynamic priority in medical wireless body area networks and analyzed the tail behavior of delay distribution.
In this paper, we focus on a D2D underlying cellular network in which D2D links share the uplink cellular spectrum. We develop a spatiotemporal traffic model for analyzing the performance of multiple types of traffic for a D2D underlay cellular network. The main objectives of this study are to provide a dynamic priority traffic model for analyzing the performance of traffic by employing the tools of stochastic geometry and the queuing theory. Since low-priority user (LP) packets are allowed to be served only if there have no backlogged packets in the high-priority user (HP) buffer. To decrease the high dropping probability of the LP queue efficiently, a queuing model with the priority jump strategy is presented in this paper. Firstly, note that a typical D2D receiver experiences interferences from other active links in which the queue status is non-empty. We use the thinned PPP to model locations of the D2D user with data stored in their buffer. Then, to increase the opportunity for sending low-priority data, a comprehensible priority jump strategy is introduced. We employ a two-dimensional Geo/G/1 Markov chain to describe the queue model with the priority jump for each D2D user. The derived complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the D2D received signalto-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is taken as the queue service probability. The queuing behavior is evaluated using the Quasi-Birth-and-Death (QBD) processes approach.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized below:
• A dynamic priority queuing model is adapted to analyze the performance of multiple types of traffic for D2D underlay cellular network. In order to consider the interference from other active links which are in backlogged states, we model the D2D users with data stored in buffer as a thinned PPP and derive successful transmission probability of D2D.
• A priority jump strategy is introduced to provide more transmission opportunity for LP data. We build a two dimensional Geo/G/1 Markov chain to describe queue model with priority jump strategy for each D2D user pair. The queuing behavior is evaluated using QBD processes approach.
• Steady-state probability distribution are computed by using iterative solution and the expressions of performance metrics are obtained. The validity of numerical results for the developed model is verified from the analytical simulation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model and performance metrics. queuing model with priority jumps analytical framework is established in Section III. Queuing stationary analysis and performance parameter are presented in Sections IV. Section VI provides the numerical and simulation results, and is followed by our conclusion in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
We consider a heterogeneous cellular network scenario in which D2D users reuse the uplink of cellular users. The structure of the hybrid network consisting of both cellular and D2D links is shown in Fig. 1 . Assuming that BSs are arranged according to a hexagonal grid and take λ B for the BS density per unit area. To simplify the expression, we approximate the coverage region to a disk A centered by BS with radius
[23]. Uplink spectrum resources are orthogonal assigned to different cellular users, and also reused by multiple D2D users within a cell. In order to analyze conveniently, we assume that the fully loaded cellular network scenario in which each uplink sub-channel is allocated to only one cellular user (CU) in each cell. Cellular users form a PPP C with intensity λ C , and are uniformly distributed in one cell. The distance from the CU to its serving base station is defined as r, r ∈ (0, R). The probability density function of r is 2r R 2 . Also, we assume that each communication D2D pair locates within one cell and the distance between transmitter and receiver is fixed [24] . The locations of D2D transmitters are assumed to follow a 2-D homogeneous PPP distribution D with density λ D . Further, each D2D transmitter is assumed to be equipped with finite buffers for storing the sporadic arriving packets, in which only the non-empty queues cause interferences to other links. As for D2D users with data to be transmitted, they form a thinned PPP η D with intensity ηλ D , in which η indicates the probability of non-empty queue status.
A general power-law path-loss model and Rayleigh fading is assumed [15] . The received power at typical user is Pgd −α , where P is the source transmit power, g is the small-scale fading of the communication link which follow exponentially distribute with unit mean, d is the distance from the transmitter to receiver, and α is the path-loss exponent. We can write the SINR at a typical D2D k receiver as
where I D and I C denote the interference come from other active D2D transmitters and the inter-layer interference come from cellular user, respectively. P d and P c are the transmit power of D2D users and cellular user. 
III. QUEUING MODEL AND PRIORITY JUMP STRATEGY
In this section we employ a two-dimensional Geo/G/1 Markov chain to model priority queueing for each D2D user pair, in which Geo represents the arrival process follows geometric distribution and G stands for service time which is a nonnegative random variable. On account of the actual interference in D2D underlay cellular network, the server process is determined by the SINR value in each time slot. The interaction of high priority queue and low priority queue is presented by setting jump probability β. The general queuing model with priority jump (PJ) is described in detail in this section.
A. ANALYSIS MODEL OF DYNAMIC PRIORITY QUEUING MODEL
We assume that the arrived data packets on D2D transmitter follow the Bernoulli distribution with probability a. Each arrived packets is high priority traffic with probability p HP and low priority packets with probability p LP . Let b be the transmission success probability of packet, which depend on the received SINR of D2D user across time slots. The data stored in the buffer are only sent if the received SINR above a certain threshold. In this system, each D2D transmitter maintains two separate buffers and the arriving HP and LP packets stored in their buffer according to their individual priority. LP packets are allowed to be served only if there have no backlogged packets in the HP buffer. When arrival data packets exceed buffer capacity, the follow-up packets are dropped. The first-come-first-served (FIFS) queue discipline is adapted in each transmission.
However, once there is service requirement of burst HP data, a great number of LP packets would be stored up in the buffer. On the condition of limited storage capacity, the delay and dropping probability of LP packets have a sharp increase. To cope with this issue and provide a server chance to LP packets, the Head-Of-Line with Priority Jumps (HOL-PJ) is adapted in this paper, the structure of which is shown in Fig. 2 .
In this queuing system, different from the threshold scheme and constant scheme in [25] , we propose a new scheme based on the ratio of HP an LP queue length in each buffer. The packets on head of LP line jump to tail of HP queue with a probability β i (j), which is defined as follows
where i and j represent the HP and LP queue length, respectively. L max is maximum capacity of HP and LP buffer. With the increase of the ratio i j , jump probability is lower to ensure the performance of HP queue foremost. To guarantee the transmission of HP arrived packets, the jump phenomenon is stopped with the condition that the HP queue length exceeds L max 2 or be L max .
B. SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY
For the benefit of the QoS performance of D2D communications, the servers probability is defined as the probability of the received SINR above a certain threshold θ , which also accounts for the interference between the backlogged links. The successful transmission probability is expressed as
where f r (r) is the probability density function of r, which is equal to 2r (1), by following the same derivation given in [6] , the coverage probability is expressed as
where L I C (s) and L I D (s) are the Laplace transforms of I C and I D .
where ( * ) is true based on the i.i.d. distribution of g d and ( * * ) is from the probability generating functional (PGFL) of the PPP. By the same way, the derivation of
By substituting (3)-(5) into (2), the close form expression of successful transmission probability is obtained, which shows that establishing a D2D link need meet the lower bound of SINR.
C. QBD PROCESSES APPROACH
The queuing process is modeled as a two-dimensional Markov chain and the state set is denoted as {X (t), t ≥ 0}. State transition diagram is show in Fig. 3 . The queuing behavior is evaluated using QBD processes approach. We rearrange the state of queue length (i, j) and regard it as a onedimensional process, specifically, (0, 0), (0, 1),
Therefore, the corresponding probability transition matrix is expressed as
where the non-zero sub-matrix characterize the transition of level. The sub-matrix on the diagonals B i denote the 
where
where, (13) as shown at the top of this page.
For the sub-matrix boundary condition of i = L max , (16) as shown at the top of this page, where
The sub-matrix A i below the diagonal mean that HP queue length increase one packet after one time arrival service cycle, which is
means there is no packets join in HP queue with probability 1 − β i (j).
with
For i = L max , (22) as shown at the top of this page, where
In the same way, 
packets or come from LP queue with probability β i (j).
For i = L max − 1, (31) as shown at the top of this page, with
Especially, D i shows that there is a HP packet arrive and a LP packet join in the HP queue, then none of them is successfully sent. For 0
IV. QUEUING STATIONARY ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETER A. CAUSALITY RELATIONSHIP AND THE ITERATIVE SOLUTION
Assumed that the queuing system achieve stable after longrunning process and steady-state probability distribution are represented as follow
In the light of normalized to the sum of probability, the steady state distribution is solved by the following matrix equation set [26] .
For solving the steady state distribution from (36), matrix of transition probability P and its elements are required. From section III-C, we can see that P depends on VOLUME 7, 2019 the following parameters, they are the average arrival rate of HP and LP packets, the successful transmission probability and jump probability. Particularly, the successful transmission probability is associated with interference of other D2D transmitters of which the HP and LP non-empty steady state probability distribution. It is obvious that the steady state distribution of queuing model and the successful transmission probability analyzed by thinned PPP are interaction. We use fixed point iteration method to solve this causality problem for the steady state distribution, shown in Algorithm 1 as follow. 
B. PERFORMANCE METRICS
After obtaining the steady-state probability distribution by Algorithm, the performance parameters are represented as following, such as average queue length, average throughput, average delay, and dropping probability. The expressions of average queue length of HP E [Q HP ] and LP E [Q LP ] are as follow
Given the steady-state probability and the successful transmission probability b, the average throughput of HP and LP queue which are denoted as E [Thr HP ] and E [Thr LP ] can be derived as
Then, Littleaŕs formula can be used to evaluate the average waiting time in each buffer before transmission for HP and LP
Further, we can also write the dropping probability in a closed-form expression as
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SIMULATIONS
Based on the mathematical expressions of performance parameters for the D2D underlay cellular system, we present extensive simulation results to investigate the behavior of system with respect to the change in its loading parameters in this section. We verify the validity of the above analytical results by MATLAB simulations.
In the following numerical results, unless otherwise stated, we consider a simulation area of 20km × 20km. The base station is location at the center of a circular region with R= 500m and the cellular user is uniformly distributed within it. The spatial densities of BSs and cellular users are λ B = 1BS/km 2 and λ C = 1users/km 2 . D2D transmitters are spatially distributed according to a homogeneous PPP with the density parameter λ D ∈ 10users/km 2 , 20users/km 2 , 30users/km 2 . We assume the distance of each D2D transmitter to its receiver is fixed 25m. Independent and identically distributed Rayleigh fading with unit variance is considered for all links and the path-loss exponent α= 4. The power of cellular user, D2D user and additive white Gaussian noise are 24 dBm, 20 dBm and -104 dBm, respectively. We assume SINR threshold and D2D buffer are 0 dB and 50 packets. ε = 0.01.To validate our derived results, the simulation results are carried out by using MATLAB and repeat for over 10,000 iterations. Fig. 4 shows numerical and simulation results of HP and LP average queue length varying with average data arrival rate. We set λ D = 20users/km 2 . When average arrival rate is low, both HP and LP buffer cannot queue up due to the transmission rate is far more than arrival rate. It can be seen that both curves rise gradually along with arrival rate and reach stable after rapid growth. When the arrival rate reaches 0.8, HP queue length holds steady at approximately half of the cache capacity. The reason is that LP data stop jumping to the tail of HP queue as long as HP queue length is above L max 2. Once HP queue reaches steady, LP queue increases rapidly due to the less sending chance. It can be seen that the numerical results basically coincide with the simulation results and validate our derived results. 5 depicts the average throughput versus arrival rate for the HP and LP packets. It can be seen that the throughput of the HP data is approximately linear with the arrival rate since the arrival rate of the HP data is far from the maximum sending capability. As the arrival rate increases, the throughput of the LP packets rises at first and then decreases. This is because when the stored data packets of both queues are less in number, the HP queue transmits LP data partially with jumping probability. In other words, with the help of the HP queue, the transmission of the LP packets in a slot is higher than the HP throughput. With the increase in the arrival rate, the average LP throughput decreases gradually. Once the transmitting capacity of the HP queue falls short and cannot send the packets jumped from the LP queue, the average throughput of the LP data decreases. It can be seen that the numerical results coincide with the simulation results in Fig. 5 . Fig. 6 shows the dropping probability versus arrival rate for the HP and LP queuing model. We note the close match between the analysis and simulation results, which validates the developed mathematical model. It can be seen that the dropping probability of the HP queue ultimately becomes 0 due to the transmission of the HP packets prior to the LP packets. In addition, there is no overflow because there is plenty of storage for the data packets. On the other hand, the dropping probability of the LP queue increases sharply when the LP queue buffer is close to saturation.
The simulation and theoretical results of average delay vary with average arrival rate are presented in Fig. 7 . We can see that the mathematic analytical results are basically identical with simulation data and average delay of both queue arise in the moment of accumulating data packets in buffers. For HP queue, because of a part of LP data jump to HP queue, the queuing time of the subsequent incoming HP data is longer when the arrival rate is relatively high. Once HP queue length get to half of the buffer capacity, there is no more LP packets jump to HP queue. As a result, the waiting time of HP packets would slightly decline. For LP queue, the delay rise slowly before λ = 0.8packets/slot since the arrival rate is much lower than transmission capacity. When λ > 0.8packets/slot, the LP queue length is approaching saturation, the delay of LP increases rapidly.
In Fig. 8 , we now compare the dropping probability of queueing model with and without the jump priority. We set λ D = 20users/km 2 , the ratio of the arriving HP and LP is 1. When the average arrival rate is low, there is no dropping data in both HP and LP because of the low average queue length. With the increase of average data rate, the HP dropping probability are almost 0 for both general priority queueing model and priority queueing with HOL-PJ. Nevertheless, it can be seen from the figure that, comparing with the model of no jump scheme, the LP dropping probability with PJ start to increase until λ = 0.85. The maximum dropping probability without PJ scheme is about 12 times larger than with PJ scheme when average arrival rate is 0.85. By λ = 1, the gap has closed to almost double since the rapid increase of the curve with PJ scheme. The model with PJ significantly decreases the dropping probability of LP queue but it does not worsen HP packet loss performance. Then we evaluate the impact of D2D density on the dropping probability of LP queue. Fig. 9 demonstrates the LP dropping probability versus packet arrival rate under λ D ∈ 10users/km 2 , 20users/km 2 , 30users/km 2 . As discussed ahead, the dropping probability which is caused by overflow is related to mean arrival rate and transmission ability under the fixed buffer size. It is shown that when λ D = 10users/km 2 , the dropping probability remains at a relatively low level and the curve hardly changes with the increase of arrival rate. When λ D = 20users/km 2 , dropping probability increases rapidly after λ = 0.9 and reaches 0.04. It illustrates that high dropping probability happens in the dense urban area due to the low sending rate. The curve of λ D = 30users/km 2 is much steeper and reaches dropping probability of 0.11. The reason is that the more interference caused by other D2D links, the lower successful transmission probability of D2D user.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we develop a spatiotemporal mathematical model for the performance study of D2D underlay cellular network. Unlike existing works in the literature, we focus on multi-priority business model. In the considered system, the developed model adopts stochastic geometry and priority queuing model. We set priority jump strategy for providing transmission chance to LP data and lower dropping probability of LP queue. In addition, to show the interaction of D2D user queues, we model the D2D users with data stored in buffer as a thinned Poisson point processes and derive CCDF of D2D received SINR. Then, we employ a two-dimensional Geo/G/1 Markov chain to describe queue model with priority jump for each D2D user pair. The queuing behavior is evaluated using QBD processes approach. Finally, the expressions of performance metrics in terms of average queue length, average throughput, average delay and dropping probability are obtained. Simulation results show the validity of the theoretical analysis. Moreover, by comparing the dropping probability of priority queuing model with and without jump strategy, the rationality of the introduced model is confirmed. 
